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A Unified Framework

Let � be a latent event space, � be an observable event space, L be a latent

structure space such that a sequence of latent events ⁄1, ⁄2, . . . œ �

ú
creates a la-

tent structure l œ L, and O be an observable structure space such that a sequence

‡1, ‡2, . . . œ �

ú
of observable events creates an observable structure o œ O. (For

a context-free grammar (CFG), for instance, non-terminal symbols are in �, ter-

minal symbols are in �, syntax trees are in L, and generated strings are in O.) A

transition function

p(⁄, ‡ | l, o) : L ◊ O  � ◊ � (3)

then defines a joint stochastic process in latent and observable space.

A large class of models, including CFGs and regular grammars (RGs), can be

described as feature-based models in the exponential family

(4)

p(⁄, ‡ | l, o) =

1

Z(l, o)

exp

ÿ

fœF
◊ff(⁄, ‡, l, o) (5)

Z(l, o) =

ÿ

⁄Õ,‡Õ
exp

ÿ

fœF
◊ff(⁄Õ, ‡Õ, l, o) , (6)

where F is a set of features and each feature f has a weight ◊f . In this framework,

a CFG can be rewritten as

p(⁄, ‡ | l, o) Ã exp

ÿ

rœR

log(wr)[[r(⁄, ‡, l)]] , (7)

where wr is the weight for rule r and [[r(⁄, ‡, l)]] œ {0, 1} indicates whether the rule

matches the respective transition (that is, the rule’s left-hand side has to match

the latent structure l and the rule’s right-hand side has to match the non-terminal

and/or terminal events ⁄ and ‡). Likewise, a RG can be written as

p(⁄, ‡ | l, o) Ã exp

ÿ

rœR

log(wr)[[r(‡, o)]] , (8)

with the only di�erence being that the rules depend only on the observable struc-

ture o and the observable event ‡. In previous work, we have developed a flexible

feature-discovery method based on this kind of model (Lieck 2018) and demon-

strated that the learned models achieve state-of-the-art performance for sequential

prediction of monophonic music (Langhabel et al. 2017).

Abstract

Harmony and voice-leading follow considerably di�erent
principles. Harmony describes potentially long-ranging de-
pendencies and has mainly been modelled using context-

free grammars (CFGs). Voice-leading, on the other hand,
is a predominantly local phenomenon and has been ad-
dressed using sequential models such as regular grammars

(RGs) or n-gram models. While combining CFGs and RGs
is theoretically possible it is computationally intractable.
We show how parsing and generating sequences can still
be solved e�ciently. More generally, our approach allows
to combine a CFG with an arbitrary sequence model. Ad-
ditionally, we describe CFGs and a large class of sequence
models in a unified framework that allows to train models
based on musical corpora.

Intersection Grammar

The probability of a sequence s under the intersection grammar H = GCFG flGRG
is proportional to the product of probabilities under the context-free grammar

(CFG) GCFG and the regular grammar (RG) GRG

pH(s) = 1
Z

pCFG(s) pRG(s) (1)

with normalisation constant Z. Likewise, the probability of a syntax tree t is

pH(t) = 1
Z

pCFG(t) pRG(s ≈ t) , (2)

where s ≈ t is the sequence of terminal symbols corresponding to the syntax tree t.
This means that the probability of sequences and syntax trees under the intersection

grammar H can be e�ciently computed up to the normalisation constant Z.
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Parsing Existing Sequences

Parsing a given sequence s refers to computing the set of all matching syntax trees

T along with their probabilities under the intersection grammar H. The probability

pH(t) of a tree t œ T under H factorises into the context-free component pCFG(t)
and the sequence component pRG(s ≈ t), where pRG(s ≈ t) is invariant for all

trees t œ T . Parsing can thus be accomplished based on the context-free compo-

nent GCFG only, using standard parsing algorithms. The unknown normalisation

constant Z cancels out in this case.

Generating Sequences and Trees

Generating sequences from either component GCFG or GRG can be accomplished
by standard means. However, generating sequences from the intersection gram-
mar H is challenging due to the unknown normalisation constant Z. There are
two solutions to this problem. One is to use a rejection sampling approach where
proposal sequences are generated from one component and accepted with a prob-
ability corresponding to the other component. A second approach is to generate
the sequence successively (symbol by symbol), which only requires renormalising
the distribution for the current symbol in each step. With minimal modifications,
both approaches can also be used to generate syntax trees.


